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Abstract: Quantum mechanical models with extended supersymmetry find interesting
applications in worldline approaches to relativistic field theories. In this paper we con-
sider one-dimensional nonlinear sigma models with O(N) extended supersymmetry on the
worldline, which are used in the study of higher spin fields on curved backgrounds. We cal-
culate the transition amplitude for euclidean times (i.e. the heat kernel) in a perturbative
expansion, using both canonical methods and path integrals. The latter are constructed us-
ing three different regularization schemes, and the corresponding counterterms that ensure
scheme independence are explicitly identified.
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1 Introduction
Quantum mechanical models with extended supersymmetry find useful applications in
the worldline description of relativistic field theories. Indeed fields with spin S can be
described in four dimensions by quantizing particle actions with N = 2S extended local
supersymmetry on the worldline [1–3]. While complete in four dimensions, these models
describe only conformal invariant fields in other dimensions [4, 5]. They can be consistenly
defined not only in Minkowski space, but also in maximally symmetric spacetimes [6] and,
more generally, in conformally flat spacetimes [7]. Upon gauge fixing, the worldline actions
of the spinning particles moving on such spaces give rise to an interesting class of one-
dimensional nonlinear sigma models possessing extended rigid supersymmetries. The goal
of this paper is to analyze the corresponding quantum mechanics.
In particular, we are interested in computing the transition amplitude for the O(N) ex-
tended supersymmetric nonlinear sigma models in a euclidean short time expansion since,
in applications to higher spin field theory, the transition amplitude can be used to study
ultraviolet properties of propagators and one-loop effective actions [8]. We will achieve this
result using two different methods. The first method employs canonical quantization, and
starting from the operatorial definition of the transition amplitude we compute it perturba-
tively in the euclidean time β by using the commutation properties of the various operators.
The final result yields a perturbative solution of the heat equation (the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion with imaginary time) and identifies a benchmark for equivalent calculations in terms of
path integrals. This canonical approach has been already employed in [9] for the N = 0, 1, 2
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supersymmetric quantum mechanics, that can be defined on any curved manifold (see [10]
for a review of the method in the bosonic case). We extend that computation to arbi-
trary N for the O(N) extended supersymmetric nonlinear sigma models. For N > 2 the
extended supersymmetry may be broken by a generic curved target space, though it can
be maintained on locally symmetric spaces. Nevertheless, we use an arbitrary target space
geometry since for the present purposes we do not need to gauge supersymmetry, and can
view the latter just as an accidental symmetry emerging on particular backgrounds.
The second method we employ for computing the transition amplitude makes use of
path integrals. Our reason for considering this approach is that, in typical first-quantized
applications, canonical methods are used first to identify the precise operators of interest
and path integrals are used next to perform more extensive calculations and manipula-
tions. A classical example is the calculation of chiral anomalies and the proof of index
theorems by worldline methods [11–13]. It is therefore important to be able to reproduce
the transition amplitude with path integrals. Path integrals for particles moving on curved
spaces can be quite subtle, and their consistent definition needs the specification of a reg-
ularization scheme which carry finite counterterms to guarantee scheme independence, see
[10] for an extensive treatment and [14] for a short discussion. We will use three differ-
ent schemes, for completeness and because each one carries its own advantages. The first
scheme, time slicing (TS), can be deduced directly by using operatorial methods [15, 16]
and can be related to the lattice approximation of the propagation time. A second scheme,
mode regularization (MR), is related to a momentum cut-off (or, more properly, energy
cut-off in quantum mechanics) and allows the introduction of a regulated functional space
to integrate over [17–21]. Finally, dimensional regularization (DR) is defined as a purely
perturbative regularization but has the advantage of carrying only covariant counterterms
[22–26]. For each of the three regularization schemes we find the corresponding coun-
terterms that ensure scheme independence, making them ready for extending to curved
backgrounds the worldline approach to higher spin fields initiated in [27].
Let us now describe the precise form of the (supersymmetric) quantum mechanics we
are interested in. We consider a particle moving in a curved spaceM of dimensions D and
metric gµν . It is described in phase space by bosonic coordinates and momenta (x
µ, pµ),
where µ = 1, . . . ,D is a curved spacetime index, and by Majorana worldline fermions (i.e.
real Grassmann variables) ψai , where i = 1, . . . , N is a flavour index and a = 1, . . . ,D is a
flat spacetime index related to curved indices by the vielbein eaµ, defined by gµν = ηabe
a
µe
b
ν
with ηab the flat tangent space metric (which can be taken either minkowskian or euclidean,
according to the desired applications). Quantum mechanically the bosonic variables satisfy
the usual commutation relations [xµ, pν ] = iδ
µ
ν , and the fermionic ones give rise to a
multi Clifford algebra {ψai , ψbj} = ηabδij . The general hamiltonian operator we wish to
consider involves a free covariant kinetic term H0, a four-Fermi interaction depending
on the Riemann tensor and carrying a coupling constant α, and a contribution from an
arbitrary scalar potential V which depends only on the spacetime coordinates xµ (and
which in most applications is proportional to the curvature scalar R)
H = H0 + αRabcdψ
a
i ψ
b
iψ
c
jψ
d
j + V (1.1)
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where
H0 =
1
2
(
πa − iωbba
)
πa
πa = e
µ
aπµ , πµ = g
1/4pµg
−1/4 − i
2
ωµabψ
a
i ψ
b
i (1.2)
with ωµab the spin connection and ωabc = e
µ
aωµbc. Note the appearance of the spin con-
nection, required by covariance, and the powers of g next to the momentum operator that
ensure hermiticity of the hamiltonian. This hamiltonian is general enough to allow future
applications to the first-quantized theory of higher spin fields on curved backgrounds.
The corresponding euclidean classical action in configuration space is given by
S =
∫ β
0
dτ
[1
2
gµν x˙
µx˙ν +
1
2
ψaiDτψ
a
i + αRabcdψ
a
i ψ
b
iψ
c
jψ
d
j + V
]
(1.3)
where Dτψ
a
i = ∂τψ
a
i + x˙
µωµ
a
bψ
b
i . It describes the particle propagation for a euclidean time
β and will be used in the path integral quantization. For notational simplicity we do not
make explicit distinction between quantum operators and classical variables, as it will be
clear from the context which one is used.
Having defined the model, we proceed with the rest of the paper and start describing
the computation of the transition amplitude. In section 2 we use operatorial methods.
In section 3 we consider path integrals in various regularization schemes, namely TS, MR
and DR, calculating the corresponding counterterms and finding complete agreement with
the expression of the transition amplitude found in section 2. Finally, we present our
conclusions and perspectives in section 4.
2 Transition amplitude from operatorial methods
The aim of this section is the explicit computation of the transition amplitude for a eu-
clidean time β determined by the quantum mechanical hamiltonian H given in (1.1). We
compute the matrix elements of the evolution operator e−βH between position eigenstates
for the bosonic variables and suitable coherent states for the fermionic ones. We consider
a short time expansion, and using systematically the fundamental (anti)-commutation re-
lations of the basic operators x, p and ψ we obtain the final perturbative answer. The
calculation is tailored after similar ones performed in [9] for the N = 0, 1, 2 supersym-
metric quantum mechanics, explained carefully in [10] for the bosonic case, and in [28] for
a class of supersymmetric sigma models on Ka¨hler spaces which arise from the study of
certain higher spin equations on complex manifolds [29]. As typical in semiclassical ap-
proximations, the result can be cast as the product of three terms: i) the exponential of
the classical action evaluated on the (perturbative) classical solution, ii) a standard leading
prefactor depending on the propagation time as β−
D
2 , usually arranged in the so-called Van
Vleck determinant, iii) a power series in positive powers of the propagation time, which
identify the heat-kernel coefficients [8]. In our calculation we keep the approximation up
to the first non trivial heat kernel coefficient, i.e. up to order β in the power series, keeping
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in mind that the bosonic displacement zµ ≡ yµ − xµ can be considered of order √β, as
explained later on.
In this section we restrict the calculation to even N ≡ 2S, with S an integer, which
allows us to introduce complex combinations of the fermionic operators and consider the
corresponding coherent states as a (over)-complete basis of the associated Hilbert space.
This is appropriate for applications to fields of integer spin. The method can be easily
extended to the case of odd N , appropriate for applications to fields with half-integer spin:
one way is to introduce another set of auxiliary Majorana fermions (“doubling trick”) to be
able to consider complex (Dirac) fermions and their coherent states. However, we refrain
from doing that at this stage, as we employ it in the path integral approach of the following
section.
Thus we consider N = 2S, and introduce S Dirac worldline fermions ΨaI out of the 2S
Majorana fermions ψai
ΨaI =
1√
2
(ψaI + iψ
a
I+S) , Ψ¯
aI =
1√
2
(ψaI − iψaI+S) , I = 1, . . . , S (2.1)
so that the new variables display the usual creation-annihilation algebra
{ΨaI , Ψ¯bJ} = ηabδJI .
With these complex fields at hand we can readily construct coherent states such that
ΨaI |η〉 = ηaI |η〉 and 〈λ¯|Ψ¯aI = 〈λ¯|λ¯aI , with usual normalization 〈λ¯|η〉 = eλ¯·η (other properties
of fermionic coherent states can be found in appendix A). Denoting by |y η〉 ≡ |y〉 ⊗ |η〉
where |y〉 is the usual position eigenstate, the euclidean heat kernel we want to compute is
〈x λ¯|e−βH |y η〉 (2.2)
where the quantum hamiltonian (1.1) and the covariant momentum, written in terms of
the new complex variables, read
H = H0 + 4αRabcd Ψ¯
a·Ψb Ψ¯c·Ψd + V
πµ = g
1/4(pµ − iωµabΨ¯a·Ψb)g−1/4
(2.3)
with Ψ¯a· Ψb ≡ Ψ¯aIΨbI . In close analogy with the procedure employed in [9] we first focus
on the mixed amplitude containing momentum eigenstates on the right hand side
〈x λ¯|e−βH |p η〉 =
∞∑
k=0
(−)k
k!
βk〈x λ¯|Hk|p η〉 . (2.4)
From the above expansion in β one could naively think to retain only the linear term,
e−βH = 1 − βH + O(β2), to get the answer up to the desired order. This is not the case
for nonlinear sigma models, as well-known (see [9]). In fact it is necessary to take into
account contributions for every order k, the only truncation being the number of (anti)-
commutators to keep track of. In order to evaluate (2.4), we push all p’s and Ψ’s in each
factor Hk to the right hand side and all x’s and Ψ¯’s to the left hand side, taking into
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account all (anti)-commutators, and substitute with the corresponding eigenvalues. Since
the hamiltonian is quadratic in momenta, the matrix element of Hk is a polinomial of
degree 2k in p, so that in general one finds structures of the form
〈x λ¯|Hk|p η〉 =
2k∑
l=0
Bkl (x, η, λ¯)p
l〈x|p〉〈λ¯|η〉 , (2.5)
where pl stands for the part of such polinomial with precisely l-th powers of p eigenval-
ues, and the coefficients Bkl are computed in appendix B. For plane waves we use the
normalization
〈x|p〉 = (2π)−D/2g−1/4(x) eip·x
so, inserting in (2.2) a momentum completeness relation, 1 =
∫
dDp |p〉〈p|, and rescaling
momenta by pµ =
1√
β
qµ, we obtain for the transition amplitude
〈x λ¯|e−βH |y η〉 = (4π2β)−D/2[g(x)g(y)]−1/4
∫
dDq e
i√
β
q·(x−y)
eλ¯·η
×
∞∑
k=0
(−)k
k!
2k∑
l=0
βk−l/2Bkl (x, η, λ¯) q
l .
(2.6)
Let us look at this formula: it is well-known that the leading free particle contribution to
(2.2) contains the exponential exp{− (x−y)22β }, that gives the effective order of magnitude
(x − y) ∼ √β. Therefore, we see that q ∼ β0 and it is immediate to realize that, for all
k, only the terms Bk2k, B
k
2k−1 and B
k
2k−2 will contribute up to order β. Taking for B
k
l the
expressions given in appendix B, it is immediate to sum the series in k
〈x λ¯|e−βH |y η〉 = (4π2β)−D/2[g(x)g(y)]−1/4
∫
dDq e
− 1
2
gµνqµqν+
i√
β
q·(x−y)
eλ¯·η
{
1 +
√
β
×
[ i
2
gµqµ − i
4
gµνλ qλ qµ qν + ig
µνωµqν
]
+ β
[
− 1
32
∂µ ln g∂
µ ln g − 1
8
∂µ∂
µ ln g
− 1
8
gµ∂µ ln g −
(1
4
∂µgν +
1
8
gµgν +
1
8
gσgµνσ +
1
8
gµνσσ
)
qµ qν +
( 1
12
gµνσλ +
1
8
gσλµgν
+
1
12
gκσλgµνκ +
1
24
gσλκ g
µνκ
)
qσ qλ qµ qν −
( 1
32
gµνλgσρκ
)
qλ qµ qν qκ qσ qρ
− 1
2
∂ν(gλσωλ)qν qσ − 1
4
gλσµωµ qλqσ − 1
2
gµνωµ g
σ qνqσ +
1
4
gµνωµ g
αβσ qνqσqαqβ
− 1
4
gµνωµ∂ν ln g +
1
2
√
g
∂µ[
√
ggµνων ] +
1
2
(gµνωµabωνcd − 8αRabcd)(λ¯a· ηdηbc
+ λ¯a· ηbλ¯c· ηd)− 1
2
gµνωµabg
λσωλcd(λ¯
a· ηdηbc + λ¯a· ηbλ¯c· ηd)qνqσ − V
]}
, (2.7)
where we remind that all the geometric quantities are evaluated at the final point x, unless
otherwise specified, and we used the following compact notations
ωµ = ωµabλ¯
a· ηb , gνσµ...λ = ∂µ...∂λgνσ , gλσµ = gµνgλσν , gµ = gµνν , ∂µgλ = gµν∂νgλσσ .
Now we are ready to perform the q integration, that reduces to a bunch of gaussian integrals.
Defining the coordinate displacement as zµ ≡ yµ−xµ, one obtains the transition amplitude,
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expanded up to order β, in a form that hides manifest covariance
〈x λ¯|e−βH |y η〉 = (2πβ)−D/2 [g(x)/g(y)]1/4 e− 12β gµνzµzν eλ¯a·ηa {1 + zµ g−1/4 ∂µ g1/4
− 1
4β
∂λgµν z
µzνzλ +
1
2
zµzν g−1/4 ∂µ∂νg1/4 − 1
4β
zµg−1/4∂µg1/4∂λgσρ zλzσzρ
+
1
2
[ 1
4β
∂λgµν z
µzνzλ
]2
− 1
12β
[
∂λ∂σgµν − 1
2
gρτ Γ
ρ
µν Γ
τ
λσ
]
zµzνzλzσ
+
1
12
Rµν z
µzν + zµωµ +
1
2
zµzν∂µων +
1
4
zµωµ z
νgλσ∂νgλσ
+
1
2
zµzνωµabων
b
cλ¯
a· ηc + 1
2
(zµωµ)
2 − zµωµ
( 1
4β
zνzλzσ∂νgλσ
)
+ β
[
− 4αRabcdλ¯a· ηbλ¯c· ηd + 4αRabλ¯a· ηb + 1
12
R− V
]}
. (2.8)
This form is quite explicit. However, it can be simplified and cast in alternative and more
suggestive forms. Keeping in mind that the exponent of the on-shell action should appear
in the final result, one can factorize (2.8) in the following way1
〈x λ¯|e−βH |y η〉 = (2πβ)−D/2
× exp
{
− 1
β
[1
2
gµν z
µzν +
1
4
∂µgνλ z
µzνzλ +
1
12
(
∂µ∂νgλσ − 1
2
gρτ Γ
ρ
µν Γ
τ
λσ
)
zµzνzλzσ
]}
× exp
{
λ¯a· ηa + zµωµabλ¯a· ηb + 1
2
zµzν
(
∂µωνab + ωµacων
c
b
)
λ¯a· ηb − 4αβ Rabcdλ¯a· ηbλ¯c· ηd
}
×
[
1 +
1
12
Rµνz
µzν + β
(
4αRabλ¯
a· ηb + 1
12
R− V
)]
. (2.9)
The first exponential is the expansion up to order β of the on-shell bosonic action evaluated
with the boundary conditions xµ(0) = yµ and xµ(β) = xµ
Sx =
∫ β
0
dτ
[1
2
gµν x˙
µx˙ν
]
on shell
=
1
β
[1
2
gµν z
µzν +
1
4
∂µgνλ z
µzνzλ +
1
12
(
∂µ∂νgλσ − 1
2
gρτ Γ
ρ
µν Γ
τ
λσ
)
zµzνzλzσ
] (2.10)
where all functions in the second line are evaluated at the point x. Similarly, one can see
that the second exponential in (2.9) is the expansion, up to order β, of the fermionic action
evaluated on-shell, with boundary conditions ΨaI (0) = η
a
I and Ψ¯
aI(β) = λ¯aI , and with the
usual boundary term added
SΨ =
(∫ β
0
dτ
[
Ψ¯IaDτΨ
a
I + 4αRabcdΨ¯
a·ΨbΨ¯c·Ψd
]
− Ψ¯a(β) ·Ψa(β)
) ∣∣∣∣∣
on shell
= −
{
λ¯a· ηa + zµωµabλ¯a· ηb + 1
2
zµzν
(
∂µωνab + ωµacων
c
b
)
λ¯a· ηb − 4αβ Rabcdλ¯a· ηbλ¯c· ηd
}
(2.11)
1The factor [g(x)/g(y)]1/4 cancel against its inverse, whose Taylor expansion around x can be factored
out from (2.8).
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where the covariant time derivative reads DτΨ
a
I = Ψ˙
a
I + x˙
µωµ
a
bΨ
b
I . Similar calculations
of on-shell actions can be found, for instance, in [9]. Once the expansions of the on-shell
classical actions have been recognized, the transition amplitude can be cast in the following
covariant form
〈x λ¯|e−βH |y η〉 = 1
(2πβ)D/2
exp {−(Sx + SΨ)}
×
[
1 +
1
12
Rµνz
µzν + β
(
4αRabλ¯
a· ηb + 1
12
R− V
)
+O(β2)
] (2.12)
with all functions evaluated at point x. This is our final result for the transition amplitude.
For comparison purposes, it may be useful to present the result after tracing over the
fermionic Hilbert space
〈x|TrΨ(e−βH)|y〉 = 2
ND
2
(2πβ)D/2
exp {−Sx}
[
1− N
16
zµzνωµabων
ab
]
×
[
1 +
1
12
Rµνz
µzν + β
(1 + 6αN
12
R− V
)
+O(β2)
]
.
(2.13)
Evaluated at coinciding points (zµ = 0) it reads as
〈x|TrΨ(e−βH)|x〉 = 2
ND
2
(2πβ)D/2
[
1 + β
(1 + 6αN
12
R− V
)
+O(β2)
]
(2.14)
which shows the first heat kernel coefficient at coinciding points for our model. As we shall
see, the last two formulas remain valid also for odd N .
3 Transition amplitude from path integrals
In the present section we compute the transition amplitude by making use of path integral
methods. To define the path integrals we fix a suitable regularization scheme, and compute
the transition amplitude. Then, by comparing with the previous section or alternatively
by imposing the Schro¨dinger equation, we identify the corresponding counterterms that
ensure scheme independence.
Unlike the previous section here we treat together both the cases with even and odd
numbers of Majorana variables. In order to do so, we found it convenient to use the
so-called “doubling trick” that consists in doubling the number of fermionic variables by
adding “spectator” Majorana fermions ψ′ai that satisfy free anticommutation relations.
These new fermions are spectators in that they do not enter the interactions. With the
help of these new variables one can consider Dirac fermions
Ψai =
1√
2
(
ψai + iψ
′a
i
)
, Ψ¯ai =
1√
2
(
ψai − iψ′ai
)
(3.1)
that satisfy
{Ψai , Ψ¯bj} = ηabδij (3.2)
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giving rise to a set of fermionic harmonic oscillators, whose Hilbert space can be represented
in terms of bra and ket coherent states
Ψai |η〉 = ηai |η〉 , 〈λ¯|Ψ¯ai = 〈λ¯|λ¯ai (3.3)
and whose properties are briefly recalled in appendix A. The wave function of the system
Φ(x, λ¯) = 〈x λ¯|Φ〉, with 〈x λ¯| ≡ 〈x| ⊗ 〈λ¯|, evolves in euclidean time as
Φ(x, λ¯;β) = 〈x λ¯|e−βH |Φ〉
=
∫
dDy
√
g(y)
∫
dζ¯dη e−ζ¯·η〈x λ¯|e−βH |y η〉Φ(y, ζ¯ ; 0) (3.4)
where we have used the spectral decomposition of unity for the bosonic and fermionic
sectors
1b =
∫
dDy
√
g(y)|y〉〈y| , 1f =
∫
dζ¯dη e−ζ¯·η|η〉〈ζ¯ | . (3.5)
The evolution is generated by the basic transition amplitude that can be written in terms
of a path integral as
〈x λ¯|e−βH |y η〉 = 〈x λ¯;β|y η; 0〉
=
∫ x(0)=x
x(−1)=y
DxDaDbDc
∫ Ψ¯(0)=√βλ¯
Ψ(−1)=√βη
DΨ¯DΨ e−S[x,a,b,c,Ψ,Ψ¯] (3.6)
where
S[x, a, b, c,Ψ, Ψ¯] =
1
2β
∫ 0
−1
dτ gµν(x(τ))(x˙
µx˙ν + aµaν + bµcν)
+
1
β
∫ 0
−1
dτ Ψ¯aiΨ˙
a
i −
1
β
Ψ¯ai(0)Ψ
a
i (0) +
1
2β
∫ 0
−1
dτ x˙µωµab(x(τ))ψ
a
i ψ
b
i
+
α
β
∫ 0
−1
dτ Rabcd(x(τ))ψ
a
i ψ
b
iψ
c
jψ
d
j + β
∫ 0
−1
dτ V (x(τ)) . (3.7)
Here, and in the following, we use a shifted and rescaled euclidean time τ ∈ [−1, 0] to
make comparison with the literature easier. We use bosonic (aµ) and fermionic (bµ, cµ)
ghosts to reproduce the reparametrization invariant measure Dx = ∏τ √g(x(τ))dDx(τ).
We also rescaled fermionic “coordinates” and ghosts so that all propagators are of order
β, and added a fermionic boundary term to be able to set boundary conditions at initial
time for Ψ and at final time for Ψ¯. Finally, let us note that the arbitrary potential V will
eventually be modified by the addition of a counterterm VCT related to the regularization
chosen. Apart form these modifications, and the inclusion of the spectator fermions, this
is the same action given in eq. (1.3).
We are interested in the short-time perturbative expansion of the transition amplitude.
Thus we expand all geometric expressions about the final point xµ, and split the action
into a quadratic part plus interactions, S = S2 + Sint, with
S2 =
1
2β
gµν
∫ 0
−1
dτ (x˙µx˙ν + aµaν + bµcν) +
1
β
∫ 0
−1
dτ Ψ¯aiΨ˙
a
i −
1
β
Ψ¯ai(0)Ψ
a
i (0) . (3.8)
– 8 –
Here and in the following, geometric quantities with no explicit functional dependence are
meant to be evaluated at the final point x(0) = x, such as gµν = gµν(x). We can thus
split the fields into backgrounds, satisfying the free equations of motion with corresponding
boundary conditions, and quantum fluctuations; namely
xµ(τ) = x˜µ(τ) + qµ(τ) , x˜µ(τ) = xµ − zµτ , qµ(0) = qµ(−1) = 0 (3.9)
Ψai (τ) = Ψ˜
a
i (τ) +Q
a
i (τ) , Ψ˜
a
i (τ) =
√
βηai Q
a
i (−1) = 0 (3.10)
Ψ¯ai (τ) =
˜¯Ψai (τ) + Q¯
a
i (τ) ,
˜¯Ψai (τ) =
√
βλ¯ai , Q¯
a
i (0) = 0 (3.11)
where zµ ≡ yµ − xν . The free on-shell classical action reads (henceforth we use a dot to
indicate the contraction of whatever type of free flat indices)
S˜2 =
1
2β
gµνz
µzν − λ¯ · η (3.12)
and the free propagators for the quantum fields, together with their Feynman diagrams,
are
〈qµ(τ)qν(σ)〉 = −βgµν∆(τ, σ) =

(3.13)
〈aµ(τ)aν(σ)〉 = βgµν∆gh(τ, σ) =

(3.14)
〈bµ(τ)cν(σ)〉 = −2βgµν∆gh(τ, σ) =

(3.15)
〈Q¯ai (τ)Qbj(σ)〉 = βηabδijG(τ, σ) (3.16)
where the right-hand sides are given, at the unregulated level, by the following distributions
∆(τ, σ) = τ(σ + 1)θ(τ − σ) + σ(τ + 1)θ(σ − τ)
∆gh(τ, σ) = δ(τ − σ)
G(τ, σ) = −θ(σ − τ)
(3.17)
which obey the Green equations ••∆(τ, σ) = ∆gh(τ, σ) = δ(τ − σ) and •G(τ, σ) = δ(τ −σ),
with boundary conditions ∆(0, σ) = ∆(τ, 0) = ∆(−1, σ) = ∆(τ,−1) = 0 and G(0, σ) =
G(τ,−1) = 0. Dots to the left (right) indicate derivatives with respect to the first (second)
variable. These propagators have to be regulated in order to deal with divergences and
ambiguities present in some diagrams. However, for each regularization scheme, one is able
to cast all expressions in a way that can be unambiguously computed by using directly the
expressions (3.17).
Since fermions enter the interactions only through the combination ψai =
1√
2
(Ψai +Ψ¯
a
i )
it is convenient to write backgrounds and propagators for these fields as well. We split
them as ψai (τ) = ψ˜
a
i + χ
a
i (τ) with
ψ˜ai =
√
β
2
(ηai + λ¯
a
i ) (3.18)
and
〈χai (τ)χbj(σ)〉 = βηabδij∆F (τ, σ) =

(3.19)
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satisfying •∆F (τ, σ) = −∆•F (τ, σ) = δ(τ − σ) and given at the unregulated level by
∆F (τ, σ) =
1
2
(θ(τ − σ)− θ(σ − τ)) = 1
2
ǫ(τ − σ) . (3.20)
We only wrote propagators for unprimed fermionic fields since only they enter the interac-
tions. The primed fields instead only contribute to the one-loop semiclassical factor that
normalizes the path integral and drop immediately out of the computation.
The interaction vertices that enter the perturbative expansion can be obtained by
Taylor expanding the action (3.7) about the final point x(0) = x and read Sint =
∑∞
n=3 Sn,
with
S3 =
1
2β
ωµab
∫ 0
−1
dτ(q˙µ − zµ)(ψ˜a + χa) · (ψ˜b + χb) (3.21)
+
1
2β
∂λgµν
∫ 0
−1
dτ(qλ − zλτ)
(
(q˙µ − zµ)(q˙ν − zν) + aµaν + bµcν
)
S4 = βV +
1
2β
∂λωµab
∫ 0
−1
dτ(qλ − zλτ)(q˙µ − zµ)(ψ˜a + χa) · (ψ˜b + χb) (3.22)
+
α
β
Rabcd
∫ 0
−1
dτ(ψ˜a + χa) · (ψ˜b + χb)(ψ˜c + χc) · (ψ˜d + χd)
+
1
4β
∂λ∂σgµν
∫ 0
−1
dτ(qλ − zλτ)(qσ − zστ)
(
(q˙µ − zµ)(q˙ν − zν) + aµaν + bµcν
)
.
Higher order terms are not reported because we compute the transition amplitude to order
β, for which only the previous two terms are needed; all fields, classical and quantum,
count as β1/2.
The transition amplitude can now be computed perturbatively using Wick-contractions
of the quantum fields
〈x λ¯;β|y η; 0〉 = A e−S˜2 〈e−Sint〉
= A e
− 1
2β
gµνzµzν+λ¯·η exp
[
− 〈S3〉 − 〈S4〉+ 1
2
〈S23〉c
]
(3.23)
with the suffix c indicating connected diagrams only and with the prefactor A soon to be
commented upon. The various Wick-contractions produce
exp
[
− 〈S3〉 − 〈S4〉+ 1
2
〈S23〉c
]
= exp
[
− 1
4β
∂λgµνz
λzµzν +
1
2β
ωλabz
λψ˜a · ψ˜b
− zλ
(
1
2
∂λg I1 + gλ I2
)
− 1
12β
∂λ∂σgµνz
λzσzµzν − β
4
∂2g I3 − β
2
∂λ∂σgλσ I4
+
1
4
∂λ∂σgz
λzσ I5 +
1
4
∂2gλσz
λzσ I6 + ∂λgσz
λzσ I7 +
1
4β
∂λωσabψ˜
a · ψ˜bzλzσ
+
1
2
∂λωλabψ˜
a · ψ˜b I2 − α
β
Rabcdψ˜
a · ψ˜bψ˜c · ψ˜d − βV
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− β
4
(∂λgµν)
2 I9 − β
2
∂λgµν∂µgλν I10 − β
8
(∂λg)
2 I11 − β
2
gλ∂λg I12 − β
2
g2λ I13
+
1
2
∂λgµν∂λgµ′νz
µzµ
′
I14 +
1
2
∂λgµν∂νgµ′λz
µzµ
′
I15 +
1
4
∂λgµν∂λ′gµνz
λzλ
′
I16
+ ∂λgµν∂µgµ′νz
λzµ
′
I17 +
1
4
∂λgµν∂λgz
µzν I18 +
1
2
∂λgµνgλz
µzν I19
+
1
2
∂λgµν∂µgz
λzν I20 + ∂λgµνgµz
λzν I21 − 1
8β
∂λgµν∂λgµ′ν′z
µzνzµ
′
zν
′
I22
− 1
2β
∂λgµν∂λ′gλν′z
µzνzλ
′
zν
′
I23 − 1
2β
∂λgµν∂λ′gµν′z
λzνzλ
′
zν
′
I24
+
βN
4
ω2λab I25 −
N
4
ωλab ωσ
abzλzσ I26 +
1
2
ωλac ωλb
cψ˜a · ψ˜b I27
− 1
2β
ωλac ωσb
czλzσψ˜a · ψ˜b I28 − 1
8β
ωλab ωλcdψ˜
a · ψ˜bψ˜c · ψ˜d I29
+
1
4
ωλab∂λgψ˜
a · ψ˜b I30 + 1
2
ωλabgλψ˜
a · ψ˜b I31 − 1
4β
ωλab∂λgµνz
µzν ψ˜a · ψ˜b I32
− 1
2β
ωµab∂λgµνz
λzν ψ˜a · ψ˜b I33
]
(3.24)
where we made use of several shortcut notations, including gµ = g
λν∂λgµν , ∂λg = g
µν∂λgµν ,
∂λ∂σg = g
µν∂λ∂σgµν and ∂
2 = gλσ∂λ∂σ. The integrals Ik are reported in appendix C along
with the pictorial representation of the diagrams they belong to (an integral named I8
is absent, but we kept the same notation as in [10], where such an integral arose from
the coupling to external gauge fields, to allow easy comparison). We compute them in
the following subsections, using the different regularization schemes discussed in the intro-
duction. The purely bosonic contributions (k ≤ 24) are well-known from many previous
computations, see [10] for example; the remaining ones have been computed, though only
for N ≤ 2, in the time slicing regularization technique [16], in dimensional regularization
[25, 26], and in mode regularization [21]. However, in the last two schemes fermions were
traced out to obtain directly heat kernel coefficients and trace anomalies. In the present
case we are interested in the full transition amplitude and wish to keep N generic, so that
we need to reconsider all such integrals with fermionic contributions. Finally, the prefactor
A can be fixed by requiring that, in the limit β → 0, the transition amplitude reduces to
〈x λ¯;β|y η; 0〉 → δ(x− y) eλ¯·η, which in MR and DR gives
A =
1
(2πβ)D/2
. (3.25)
In TS such prefactor can be deduced directly starting from operatorial methods, and reads
A =
[
g(x)
g(y)
]1/4 1
(2πβ)D/2
. (3.26)
We are now ready to consider the various regularization schemes.
3.1 Time slicing regularization
Time sliced path integrals in curved space were extensively discussed in [15, 16]. In essence
time slicing regularization consists in studying the discretized version of the path integral,
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as derived form the operatorial picture by using Weyl ordering and midpoint rule, and
recognizing the action with the correct counterterms together with the rules how to compute
Feynman graphs that must be used in the continuum limit. These rules state that the Dirac
delta functions should always be implemented as if they were Kronecker delta’s, using the
value θ(0) = 12 for the discontinuous step function. We do not need to repeat here many
computations, namely the bosonic ones, though one can easily compute them using the
explicit expressions collected in appendix C, or extract them directly from [10]. It is
enough to focus on the graphs containing fermionic lines, i.e. Ik with k ≥ 25.
Thus, let us start with I25, that is the only diagram that depends heavily on the
regularization chosen. Following the TS prescriptions, we have
I25 =
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ •∆• ∆2F =
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ
(
1− δ(τ − σ)
)(1
2
ǫ(τ − σ)
)2
=
1
4
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ ǫ2(τ − σ) = 1
4
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ =
1
4
(3.27)
since •∆• = 1− δ(τ −σ) and ǫ(0) = 0, as follows form θ(0) = 12 and eq. (3.20). The regular
I26 does not need any prescription and corresponds to the last line above, giving I26 =
1
4 .
Similarly, one finds that the integrals Ik with k ≥ 27 yield a vanishing result (those with
k ≥ 28 actually contain only bosonic propagators, but depend on the external fermionic
backgrounds).
The transition amplitude then reads
〈x λ¯;β|y η; 0〉 = e
− 1
2β
gµνzµzν+λ¯·η
(2πβ)D/2
exp
[
〈bosonic〉
TS
+
1
2β
ωλabz
λψ˜a · ψ˜b
+
1
4β
∂λωσabz
λzσψ˜a · ψ˜b − α
β
Rabcdψ˜
a · ψ˜bψ˜c · ψ˜d − N
16
ωλabωσabz
λzσ
+
βN
16
ω2λab
]
(3.28)
where 〈bosonic〉
TS
contains the purely bosonic contributions of (3.24), including the metric
factors appearing in (3.26). It can be extracted from the literature, or easily recomputed
with the set-up described above, and reads
〈bosonic〉
TS
=− 1
4β
∂µgνλ z
µzνzλ − 1
12β
(
∂µ∂νgλσ − 1
2
gρτ Γ
ρ
µν Γ
τ
λσ
)
zµzνzλzσ
+
1
12
Rµνz
µzν + β
(1
8
gµνΓσµλΓ
λ
νσ −
1
24
R− V
)
. (3.29)
This transition amplitude is the one computed with a TS regularization of the Feynman
diagrams, and in general differs form those computed with other regularizations if no
counterterms are introduced. In particular, eq. (3.28) satisfies a Schro¨dinger equation
with a non-covariant hamiltonian that differs from the one given in eq. (1.1). One expects
different regularizations to be related by finite local counterterms, so we need to identify
the correct counterterm that make sure that we are discussing the same quantum theory as
the one associated to the hamiltonian H of eq. (1.1). To achieve this we can either compare
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with the transition amplitude obtained by operatorial methods, or compute directly the
hamiltonian associated with the transition amplitude above. We shall follow both methods
as a check of our calculations.
As it stands the transition amplitude calculated above cannot be compared directly
with the result from canonical methods in eq. (2.12): the latter is valid for even N and
is written in terms of fermionic coherent states that correspond to the physical fermions
only, while the present result, valid for any integer N , contains also the Majorana spectator
fields introduced in the fermion doubling trick. To overcome these differences, we can take
a trace over the fermionic Hilbert space and eliminate the contribution of the decoupled
spectator variables by subtracting their degrees of freedom. Thus, let us compute the trace
in the fermionic sector of eq. (3.28) by integrating over the Grassmann variables with
measure
∫
dηdλ¯ eλ¯·η, see appendix A. The final result can be obtained, for instance, using
the standard Wick-contractions associated to the gaussian integral
∫
dηdλ¯ e2λ¯·η (note the
factor 2 in the exponent arising form the trace measure and the leading part of (3.28)),
which gives the following propagators
〈λ¯ai ηbj〉 =
1
2
ηabδij → 〈ψ˜ai ψ˜bj〉 = 0 (3.30)
where we used the definition in (3.18). Note that the normalization factor
∫
dηdλ¯ e2λ¯·η =
2ND has to be renormalized to 2
ND
2 to undo the fermion doubling. Taking all this into
account, and setting z ≡ y − x = 0 for simplicity, we obtain
2−
ND
2
∫
dηdλ¯ eλ¯·η〈x λ¯;β|x η; 0〉 = 2
ND
2
(2πβ)D/2
[
1+β
(1
8
gµνΓσµλΓ
λ
νσ−
1
24
R−V
)
+
βN
16
ω2λab+...
]
(3.31)
where the first term in round brackets is due to the purely bosonic contributions. Com-
paring with (2.14) one recognizes the counterterm that needs to be added to the potential
V in the path integral action to achieve equality
V
(N)
TS = −
(1
8
+
αN
2
)
R+
1
8
gµνΓσµλΓ
λ
νσ +
N
16
ωµabω
µab . (3.32)
Power counting shows that no higher order corrections to the counterterm are to be ex-
pected.
Alternatively, one may compute the hamiltonian appearing in the Schro¨dinger equation
satisfied by the amplitude (3.28). To do this we insert the latter into (3.4), Taylor-expand
to order β all terms in the right hand side about the final point, and identify the Schro¨dinger
equation associated to it. Comparing with the Schro¨dinger equation due to the hamiltonian
(1.1) one deduces eventual counterterms. Let us describe this computation. We perform
the Gaussian integrals over dDy = dDz and the integrals over the fermionic coherent states
using the properties summarized in appendix A. The purely bosonic contributions of the
diagrammatic expansion yield the standard TS result
Φ(x, λ¯;β) =
(
1− β∂t − βHB +O(β2)
)
Φ(x, λ¯;β) (3.33)
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with
HB = − 1
2
√
g
∂µg
µν√g∂ν + V + 1
8
(
R− gµνΓσµλΓλνσ
)
. (3.34)
that by itself requires the addition of the familiar counterterm V
(0)
TS = −18
(
R−gµνΓσµλΓλνσ
)
into the path integral, in order to get the covariant H = − 12√g∂µgµν
√
g∂ν + V . We need
to dress this result with the fermionic contributions. One way to perform the integrals
over the fermionic coherent states is to use the formulas involving fermionic delta functions
derived at the end of section A. By defining the full hamiltonian HF as
HF = HB +∆ (3.35)
and using (3.33), we obtain
∆ = −1
4
∂λωλabM
ab +
1
4
gλσΓµλσωµabM
ab − 1
2
ωµabM
ab∂µ − 1
8
ωλabωλcdM
abM cd
+αRabcdM
abM cd +
αN
2
R− N
16
(ωλab)
2 (3.36)
with Mab = 12
(
λ¯a · λ¯b+ λ¯a · ∂
∂λ¯b
− λ¯b · ∂
∂λ¯a
+ ∂
∂λ¯a
· ∂
∂λ¯b
)
being Lorentz generators. We observe
that the noncovariant terms in the line above are those necessary to render the bosonic
hamiltonian HB local-Lorentz covariant, namely
HF = HB +∆ = −1
2
gµνDµDν + αRabcdM
abM cd + V
+
(1
8
+
αN
2
)
R− 1
8
gλσΓτλρΓ
ρ
στ −
N
16
(ωλab)
2 (3.37)
where Dµ is the fully covariant derivative (with both Lorentz and Christoffel connections),
so that in order to have2
H = −1
2
gµνDµDν + αRabcdψ
a · ψbψc · ψd + V (3.38)
one needs to add to the path integral the same counterterm found before in eq. (3.32).
Thus we found complete agreement.
The above expression for the counterterm V
(N)
TS matches all the previously known
cases [15, 16]: the purely bosonic case (N = 0) is obviously reproduced. For N = 1
supersymmetry fixes α = −1/4 and V = 0 so that V (1)TS = 18gµνΓσµλΓλνσ + 116 (ωµab)2 comes
out correctly. Note that in this case the relation Rabcdψ
aψbψcψd = −12R allows to use
α = 0 and V = 18R as well to identify the same supersymmetric hamitonian. For N = 2,
supersymmetry requires α = −18 and V = 0, so that again V
(2)
TS =
1
8g
µνΓσµλΓ
λ
νσ +
1
8(ωµab)
2
is correctly reproduced.
2Here we use 〈λ¯|ψai|Φ〉 = 1√
2
(
∂
∂λ¯i
a
+ λ¯ai
)
Φ(λ¯), so that the Lorentz generators can be written as Mab =
1
2
(
ψa · ψb − ψb · ψa
)
.
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3.2 Mode regularization
In this section we approach the previous computation using mode regularization (MR),
that can be considered as the worldline equivalent of a cut-off regularization in momentum
space of standard quantum field theories. Mode regularization starts by expanding all fields
in Fourier sums, thus identifying a suitable functional space to integrate over in the path
integral. The regularization is achieved by truncating the Fourier sums at a fixed mode
M , so that all distributions appearing in Feynman graphs become well-behaved functions.
Eventually one takes the limit M → ∞ to obtain a unique (finite) result. Often one can
proceed faster: performing manipulations that are guaranteed to be valid at the regulated
level one may cast the integrands in alternative forms that can be computed directly in
the continuum limit, without encountering any ambiguity.
The boundary conditions for the bosonic variables are as in (3.9), so that the bosonic
quantum fluctuations, as well as the ghosts, are naturally expanded in a Fourier sine series
qµ(τ) =
M∑
m=1
qµm sin(πmτ) (3.39)
where the mode M is the regulating cut-off that is eventually sent to infinity, as in [17].
This choice preserves the boundary conditions imposed at initial and final times. On the
other hand, fermionic fields satisfy first order differential equation and carry boundary
conditions only at initial or final times, but not at both, see eqs. (3.10) and (3.11). Thus
we find it useful to expand the fermionic quantum fields in half integers modes as follows
Q¯ai(τ) =
M− 1
2∑
r= 1
2
Q¯air sin(πrτ) , Q
ai(τ) =
M− 1
2∑
r= 1
2
Qair cos(πrτ) . (3.40)
This choice preserves the boundary conditions and provides us with a regulated functional
space to integrate over also for the fermions. In addition, it produces a simple regulated
kinetic term that is easily inverted to obtain the propagators. Finally, the path integral is
defined as a regulated integration over the Fourier coefficients of the various fields.
Perturbatively, the propagators are as in eqs. (3.13)–(3.16) and are regulated as follows
∆(τ, σ) = −
M∑
m=1
2
π2m2
sin (πmτ) sin (πmσ) (3.41)
∆gh(τ, σ) =
M∑
m=1
2 sin (πmτ) sin (πmσ) (3.42)
G(τ, σ) =
M− 1
2∑
r= 1
2
2
πr
sin (πrτ) cos (πrσ) . (3.43)
As a consequence
∆F (τ, σ) =
M− 1
2∑
r= 1
2
1
πr
sin (πr(τ − σ)) (3.44)
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for (3.19) that turns out to be translational invariant. Note that in the limit M →∞ the
previous formulas reproduce eqs. (3.17) and (3.20).
We are now ready to compute the Feynman integrals with fermionic contributions in
MR (the purely bosonic ones are standard and can be extracted from [10]). Using the
regularized expressions one obtains I27 = I28 = ... = I33 = 0. Also, one finds I26 =
1
4 ,
as it is unambiguous and gives the same result in all regularization schemes. The only
tricky integral is I25. Using the mode regulated propagators we can manipulate it using
an integration by parts as follows
I25 =
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ •∆•∆2F =
∫ 0
−1
dτ
[
∆•∆2F
]σ=0
σ=−1
−
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ∆••∆2F =
=
1
2
∫ 0
−1
dτ
[
∆•∆2F
]σ=0
σ=−1
+
1
2
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ (•∆• −∆••)∆2F
(3.45)
The first term is unambiguous and can be computed directly upon removing the cut-off to
give 18 . In the second term one can use the following identity valid at the regulated level
(with x = τ − σ)
•∆•(τ, σ) −∆••(τ, σ) = −2 cos
(πx
2
)
•∆F (x) + 1− cos(πMx) . (3.46)
The integral involving the last term (cos(πMx)) produces a vanishing result in the limit
M → ∞, thanks to the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, while the rest can be computed using
an integration by parts and removing the regularization to yield the final result
I25 =
1
8
+
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ
[1
2
− cos
(πx
2
)
•∆F (x)
]
∆2F (x) =
1
6
. (3.47)
The transition amplitude computed in mode regularization hence reads
〈x λ¯;β|y η; 0〉 = e
− 1
2β
gµνzµzν+λ¯·η
(2πβ)D/2
exp
[
〈bosonic〉
MR
+
1
2β
ωµab z
µ ψ˜a · ψ˜b
+
1
4β
∂µωνab z
µzν ψ˜a · ψ˜b − α
β
Rabcd ψ˜
a · ψ˜bψ˜c · ψ˜d − N
16
ωµab ων
ab zµzν
+
βN
24
ω2µab
]
. (3.48)
where 〈bosonic〉
MR
is the purely bosonic contribution that can be found in [10]. Comparing
the above result with the TS one given in eq. (3.28), we notice that the only difference
coming from the fermionic sector sits in the coefficients of the last ω2 term, which is due
to I25. As the bosonic part of the MR calculation requires the counterterm
V
(0)
MR = −
1
8
R− 1
24
(
Γµνλ
)2
to reproduce the heat kernel forH = − 12√g∂µgµν
√
g∂ν , where
(
Γµνλ
)2 ≡ gνν′gλλ′gµµ′ΓµνλΓµ′ν′λ′ ,
we see that, in order to obtain the correct amplitude for (1.1), we need the counterterm
V
(N)
MR = −
(1
8
+
αN
2
)
R− 1
24
(
Γµνλ
)2
+
N
24
ωµabω
µab (3.49)
that again matches the results known for N = 0, 1, 2 [19, 21].
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3.3 Dimensional regularization
Finally, we reconsider the previous calculations using dimensional regularization. This is a
perturbative regularization that uses an adaptation of standard dimensional regularization
to regulate the distributions defined on the one dimensional compact space I = [0, β].
One adds d extra non-compact dimensions and perform all computations of ambiguous
Feynman graphs in d + 1 dimensions. Extra dimensions act as a regulator when d is
extended analytically to the complex plane, as in the usual QFT case. After evaluation
of the various integrals one should take the d → 0 limit [24]. This is quite difficult in
general, since the compact space I produces sums over discrete momenta, and standard
formulas of dimensional regularization do not include that situation. However one may
use manipulations valid at the regulated level, like differential equations satisfied by the
Green functions and partial integration, to cast the integrands in equivalent forms that can
be unambiguously computed in the d → 0 limit. While purely perturbative, this method
carries a covariant counterterm that simplify extensive calculations, as the one performed
in [30] to obtain trace anomalies for a scalar field in six dimensions using worldline methods.
In DR the computation turns out to be quite simple for most diagrams: I27 = I28 = 0
because the integrand is odd, whereas I29 = · · · = I33 = 0 as can be shown by integrating by
parts. Also I26 =
1
4 , as it is regular and can be safely evaluated by using the unregulated
expression for the propagator. As usual, more care is needed to compute I25 since the
integral is ambiguous (products of distributions). By dimensionally extending the cubic
vertex
x˙µψai ψ
b
i → ∂Axµψ¯ai γAψbi , A = 1, . . . , d+ 1 (3.50)
the above integral becomes
I25 =
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ •∆• ∆2F →
∫ ∫
dtdt′ A∆B tr[γA∆FγB∆F ] (3.51)
where ∆(t, t′) = −β−1〈q(t)q(t′)〉 and ∆F (t, t′) = β−1〈χ(t)χ¯(t′)〉 (the bar indicates Ma-
jorana conjugation, see [24]) are the dimensionally regulated propagators where ∂/∆F =
−∆F
←
∂/′= δ(d+1)(t, t′), and A∆B(t, t′) = ∂A∂′B∆(t, t
′). One can partially integrate the above
integral without picking boundary terms since in the compact direction bosonic fields van-
ish at the boundary, and in the extended directions Poincare´ invariance allows partial
integration as usual. Hence the above expression becomes
−
∫ ∫
dtdt′ ∆B ∂Atr[γA∆F γB∆F ]
= −
∫ ∫
dtdt′ ∆B tr
[
(∂/∆F )γ
B∆F −∆F γB(∆F
←
∂/′)
]
= −2
∫
dt ∆B tr[γ
B∆F (t, t)] → I25 = 2
∫ 0
−1
dτ •∆ ∆F |τ = 0 (3.52)
where we have used the regulated Green equation, integrated the delta function, and used
that ∆F vanishes for coinciding points.
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The transition amplitude in DR thus reads
〈x λ¯;β|y η; 0〉 = e
− 1
2β
gµνzµzν+λ¯·η
(2πβ)D/2
exp
[
〈bosonic〉DR +
1
2β
ωλabz
λψ˜a · ψ˜b
+
1
4β
∂λωσabz
λzσψ˜a · ψ˜b − α
β
Rabcdψ˜
a · ψ˜bψ˜c · ψ˜d − N
16
ωλabωσabz
λzσ
]
. (3.53)
where the bosonic contribution 〈bosonic〉
DR
can be extracted from [10]. Comparing this
result with the ones obtained before in other regularizations we note that, thanks to the
vanishing of I25, the diagrammatic expansion does not produce the term proportional to
ω2 which previously had to be canceled by the counterterms. Thus, the standard bosonic
counterterm V
(0)
DR = −18R is dressed up to
V
(N)
DR = −
(1
8
+
αN
2
)
R . (3.54)
This matches known results for N = 0, 1, 2 [24–26].
4 Conclusions
In this paper we have studied the quantum mechanics of one dimensional nonlinear sigma
models possessing a O(N) extended supersymmetry on suitable target space backgrounds.
Considering an arbitrary background geometry, we have computed the transition amplitude
for short propagation times using both canonical and path integrals methods, obtaining in
the latter case the correct counterterms associated to various regularization schemes which
are needed to define unambiguously the path integrals.
A possible use of our results is in the discussion of higher spin fields in a first quantized
picture. Worldline approaches are useful in finding efficient ways of computing amplitudes
for relativistic processes both in flat space [31] and curved spaces [32]. The quantum
mechanical nonlinear sigma models discussed here arose precisely in an attempt to use
worldlines methods to describe one-loop effective action due to higher spin fields in a curved
background [7, 27, 33]. In future works we plan indeed to use the path integrals constructed
here to study effective actions induced by higher spin fields and compute corresponding
heat kernel coefficients. Finally, one might wish to extend our results to the OSp(N, 2M)
quantum mechanics of ref. [34], which have also found applications to higher spin theories
[35–37].
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A Fermionic coherent states
The even-dimensional Clifford algebra
{ψM , ψN} = δMN , M,N = 1, . . . , 2l (A.1)
can be written as a set of l fermionic harmonic oscillators (the index M may collectively
denote a set of indices that may involve internal indices as well as a space-time index), by
simply taking complex combinations of the previous operators
am =
1√
2
(
ψm + iψm+l
)
(A.2)
a†m =
1√
2
(
ψm − iψm+l
)
, m = 1, . . . , l (A.3)
{am, a†n} = δmn (A.4)
and it can be thus represented in the vector space spanned by the 2l orthonormal states
|k〉 =∏m(a†m)km |0〉 with am|0〉 = 0 and the vector k has elements taking only two possible
values, km = 0, 1. This basis (often called spin-basis) yields a standard representation of
the Clifford algebra, i.e. of the Dirac gamma matrices.
An alternative overcomplete basis is given by the coherent states that are eigenstates
of creation or annihilation operators
|ξ〉 = ea†mξm |0〉 → am|ξ〉 = ξm|ξ〉 = |ξ〉ξm (A.5)
〈η¯| = 〈0|eη¯mam → 〈η¯|a†m = 〈η¯|η¯m = η¯m〈η¯| . (A.6)
Below we list some of the useful properties satisfied by these states. Using the Baker-
Campbell-Hausdorff formula eXeY = eY eXe[X,Y ], valid if [X,Y ] = c-number, one finds
〈η¯|ξ〉 = eη¯·ξ (A.7)
that in turn implies
〈η¯|am|ξ〉 = ξm〈η¯|ξ〉 = ∂
∂η¯m
〈η¯|ξ〉 (A.8)
〈η¯|a†m|ξ〉 = η¯m〈η¯|ξ〉 (A.9)
so that { ∂∂η¯m , η¯n} = δmn . Defining
dη¯ = dη¯l · · · dη¯1 , dξ = dξ1 · · · dξl (A.10)
so that dη¯dξ = dη¯1dξ
1dη¯2dξ
2 · · · dη¯ldξl, one finds the following relations∫
dη¯dξ e−η¯·ξ = 1 (A.11)∫
dη¯dξ e−η¯·ξ |ξ〉〈η¯| = 1 (A.12)
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where 1 is the identity in the Fock space. One can also define a fermionic delta function
with respect to the measure (A.10) by
δ(η¯ − λ¯) ≡ (η¯1 − λ¯1) · · · (η¯l − λ¯l) =
∫
dξ e(λ¯−η¯)·ξ . (A.13)
Finally, the trace of an arbitrary operator can be written as
TrA =
∫
dη¯dξ e−η¯·ξ〈−η¯|A|ξ〉 =
∫
dξdη¯ eη¯·ξ〈η¯|A|ξ〉 . (A.14)
As a check one may compute the trace of the identity
Tr 1 =
∫
dξdη¯ eη¯·ξ〈η¯|ξ〉 =
∫
dξdη¯ e2η¯·ξ = 2l . (A.15)
Let us end this section by deriving a few expressions involving fermionic delta functions
that are helpful in the computation of section 3.1. Using ψ˜ai =
√
β
2 (η
a
i + λ¯
a
i ), as defined in
(3.18) (here fermions are labelled by two indices, a tangent space index a and an SO(N)
R-symmetry index i), we may compute
∫
dζ¯dη e(λ¯−ζ¯)·ηψ˜ai =
√
β
2
( ∂
∂λ¯ia
+ λ¯ai
) ∫
dζ¯dη e(λ¯−ζ¯)·η
=
√
β
2
( ∂
∂ρ¯ia
+ λ¯ai
) ∫
dζ¯ δ(ζ¯ − ρ¯)
∣∣∣
ρ=λ
(A.16)
where the above apparently baroque notation is used because the fermionic derivatives only
act upon the delta-function and not on eventual λ¯-dependent expression that may appear
next to it. We thus have∫
dζ¯dη e(λ¯−ζ¯)·ηψ˜a · ψ˜b = βM˜ab
∫
dζ¯ δ(ζ¯ − ρ¯)
∣∣∣
ρ=λ
(A.17)
with
M˜ab =
1
2
(
λ¯a · λ¯b + λ¯a · ∂
∂ρ¯b
− λ¯b · ∂
∂ρ¯a
+
∂
∂ρ¯a
· ∂
∂ρ¯b
)
. (A.18)
One can then switch to the Lorentz generators
Mab =
1
2
(
λ¯a · λ¯b + λ¯a · ∂
∂λ¯b
− λ¯b · ∂
∂λ¯a
+
∂
∂λ¯a
· ∂
∂λ¯b
)
(A.19)
by suitably subtracting those terms that appear when derivatives on λ¯ act on eventual
functions of λ¯ that may show up before the wave function, such as M cd in (3.36).
B Bk
l
coefficients
The coefficients Bkl (x, η¯, ξ), defined in (2.5), can be computed following the strategy de-
scribed in detail in [9] for N = 0, 1, 2, and in [28] for the complex U(N |M) sigma model.
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First of all we divide the hamiltonian (2.3) into three pieces contributing at most two, one
or no p eigenvalues
H = HB +H1 +H2 , where
HB =
1
2
g−1/4pµg1/2gµνpνg−1/4
H1 = −i gµνωµabΨ¯a·Ψb
(
g1/4pνg
−1/4)
H2 = −1
2
g−1/2∂µ
(
g1/2gµνωνab
)
Ψ¯a·Ψb
− 1
2
(
gµνωµabωνcd − 8αRabcd
)
Ψ¯a·ΨbΨ¯c·Ψd + V . (B.1)
First of all, notice that HB is precisely the usual bosonic quantum hamiltonian, carefully
studied in the literature [9, 10]. Let us start with Bk2k: the only way to have 2k p eigenvalues
is from k factors of HB and no commutators taken into account, giving simply
Bk2k p
2k =
(
p2
2
)k
. (B.2)
For Bk2k−1 we can have two kinds of terms. The first comes from k factors of HB with
one p acting as a derivative; this gives the corresponding Bk2k−1 of the purely bosonic
model, whose computation is explained in detail in [9, 10]. The other term comes from
k − 1 factors of HB and one H1, by substituting all operators with the corresponding
eigenvalues. Putting things together we obtain
Bk2k−1 p
2k−1 = − ik
2
(
p2
2
)k−1
gµ pµ − i
(
k
2
) (
p2
2
)k−2
1
2
gνλµ pµ pν pλ − i k
(
p2
2
)k−1
gµνωµ pν .
(B.3)
For Bk2k−2 four types of term contribute: i) k factors of HB , giving the coefficient of the
corresponding bosonic model, ii) k − 1 factors of HB and one H1, with one p acting as
a derivative. This contribution gives four terms: the derivative acting from one HB to
H1, from H1 to one HB, within H1 or within the k − 1 HB’s. iii) k − 1 factors of HB
and one H2, substituting all operators with their eigenvalues, and iv) k − 2 factors of
HB and two H1, substituting all with eigenvalues. Remember that in iii) and iv) {Ψ, Ψ¯}
anticommutators have to be taken into account in order to obtain eigenvalues on the
coherent states. Altogether it results in
Bk2k−2 p
2k−2 = k
(
p2
2
)k−1 [ 1
32
∂µ ln g∂
µ ln g +
1
8
∂µ∂
µ ln g +
1
8
gµ∂µ ln g
]
−
(
k
2
)(
p2
2
)k−2 [1
2
∂µgν +
1
4
gµgν +
1
4
gλgµνλ +
1
4
gµνλλ
]
pµ pν
−
(
k
3
)(
p2
2
)k−3 [1
2
gλσµν +
3
4
gµνλgσ +
1
2
gρµνgλσρ +
1
4
gµνρ g
λσρ
]
pµ pν pλ pσ
−
(
k
4
)(
p2
2
)k−4 [3
4
gνλµgρτσ
]
pµ pν pλ pσ pρ pτ
−
(
k
2
)(
p2
2
)k−2 [
∂µ
(
gνλωλ
)− 1
2
gµνλωλ
]
pµ pν − k
[1
2
(k − 1)
(
p2
2
)k−2
gµpµ
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+(
k − 1
2
)(
p2
2
)k−3
1
2
gνλµ pµ pν pλ
]
gσρωσ pρ +
1
4
k
(
p2
2
)k−1
gµνωµ∂ν ln g
− 1
2
k
(
p2
2
)k−1 {
g−1/2∂µ
(
g1/2gµνων
)
+
(
gµνωµabωνcd − 8αRabcd
)[
η¯a· ξdηbc
+ η¯a· ξbη¯c· ξd
]
− 2V
}
−
(
k
2
)(
p2
2
)k−2
gµνωµabg
λσωλcd
[
η¯a· ξdηbc + η¯a· ξbη¯c· ξd
]
pν pσ (B.4)
where again we use the compact notations for tensors introduced below eq. (2.7).
C Feynman diagrams
We list the set of Feynman diagrams and the associated worldline integrals that enter the
computation of the transition amplitude to order β in section 3.. We are not reporting here
those diagrams that involve fermionic self-contractions as with the rules of section 3 such
self-contrations are trivially vanishing. Hence, the a priori non-trivial diagrams entering
the contribution 〈S3〉 are
I1 =

+

=
∫ 0
−1
dτ τ(•∆• + ••∆)|τ (C.1)
I2 =

=
∫ 0
−1
dτ •∆|τ (C.2)
Those contributing to 〈S4〉 are
I3 =

+
	
=
∫ 0
−1
dτ ∆|τ (•∆• + ••∆)|τ (C.3)
I4 =


=
∫ 0
−1
dτ •∆2|τ (C.4)
I5 =

+

=
∫ 0
−1
dτ τ2(•∆• + ••∆)|τ (C.5)
I6 =

=
∫ 0
−1
dτ ∆|τ (C.6)
I7 =
Æ
=
∫ 0
−1
dτ τ∆•|τ . (C.7)
The remaining ones contributing to 〈S23〉c can be devided into purely bosonic contributions
I9 =

+

=
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ ∆(•∆•2 − ••∆2) (C.8)
I10 =

=
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ •∆•∆•∆• (C.9)
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I11 =
[

+

]
×
[

+

]
=
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ (•∆• + ••∆)|τ ∆ (•∆• + ••∆)|σ (C.10)
I12 =

×
[

+

]
=
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ •∆|τ •∆ (•∆• + ••∆)|σ (C.11)
I13 =

=
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ •∆|τ •∆• ∆•|σ (C.12)
I14 =

=
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ •∆• ∆ (C.13)
I15 =

=
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ •∆ ∆• (C.14)
I16 =

+

=
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ τσ(•∆•2 − ••∆2) (C.15)
I17 =

=
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ •∆• •∆ (C.16)
I18 =

[
 
+
!
]
=
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ ∆ (•∆• + ••∆)|σ (C.17)
I19 =
"
=
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ ∆• ∆•|σ (C.18)
I20 =
#
[
$
+
%
]
=
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ τ •∆ (•∆• + ••∆)|σ (C.19)
I21 =
&
=
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ τ •∆• ∆•|σ (C.20)
I22 =
'
=
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ ∆ (C.21)
I23 =
(
=
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ σ ∆• (C.22)
I24 =
)
=
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ τσ •∆• (C.23)
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and those with mixed bosonic-fermionic contributions
I25 =
*
=
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ •∆• ∆2F (C.24)
I26 =
+
=
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ ∆2F (C.25)
I27 =
,
=
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ •∆• ∆F (C.26)
I28 =
-
=
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ ∆F (C.27)
I29 =
.
=
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ •∆• (C.28)
I30 =
/
[
0
+
1
]
=
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ •∆ (•∆• + ••∆)|σ (C.29)
I31 =
2
=
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ •∆• ∆•|σ (C.30)
I32 =
3
=
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ •∆ (C.31)
I33 =
4
=
∫ 0
−1
∫ 0
−1
dτdσ σ •∆• (C.32)
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